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Abstract—In this article, we consider a multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) transceiver performing joint communications
and sensing (JCAS) using fifth-generation New Radio (5G NR)
standard-compliant orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) waveforms. Communication links are maintained with
users having multiple spatial data streams over frequency-
selective non-line-of-sight channels while simultaneously trans-
mitting separate spatial data streams to different sensing direc-
tions, where a portion of the communication data streams’ power
is reallocated to the sensing data streams. The received reflections
from the environment due to all transmit (TX) streams are used to
obtain range–velocity and range–angle maps. Through optimizing
the TX precoding and receive combining, inter-user, intra-
user, and radar–communications interference are also canceled.
In addition, streams transmitted in the sensing directions are
optimized to minimize the lower bounds of direction-of-arrival
and delay estimates jointly, and the solution is analytically
derived. The simulation results illustrate that the JCAS system
can reliably perform target detection while minimizing lower
bounds compared with a communications-only scenario. Further,
the detection probability and estimation errors of sensing can be
improved while also controlling the communications capacity of
the OFDM waveform, thereby indicating the need to appropri-
ately choose the optimization parameters to obtain an optimal
trade-off.

Index Terms—5G NR, JCAS, joint communications and sens-
ing, MIMO, OFDM, radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

JOINT communications and sensing (JCAS) will be cru-
cial in future sixth-generation (6G) systems [1]. Some

good examples of leveraging modern communications systems
for sensing are in [2]–[4]. To facilitate joint operation, the
available resources, e.g., frequency spectrum, transmit (TX)
power, and TX time duration, are generally shared mutually
between the two sub-systems [5]. Hence, the inherent trade-off
between communications and sensing depends mainly on the
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resources allocated to either sub-system [6]–[8]. It is thus vital
to utilize those resources optimally rather than in a sub-optimal
manner which degrades the performance of both sub-systems
[9]. Some examples of the optimal trade-off are discussed in
[4], [10] regarding sharing the bandwidth and in [11], [12]
on sharing the TX beampattern. In addition, good surveys on
JCAS can be found in [1], [5], [8], [13].

With the emergence of fifth-generation (5G) networks, com-
munications systems started to operate at mm-wave frequen-
cies due to the existence of more spectrum for their operations
[14]. Generally in these mm-wave frequencies, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) antenna arrays are used, overcoming
the high attenuation [15]. In addition, multiple users with
multiple TX data streams can be catered using spatial mul-
tiplexing [16], providing high capacities to the users [17].
However, when multiple users with multiple data streams
are involved, streams of one user interfere with themselves
(i.e., intra-user interference), while also interfering with other
users’ streams (i.e., inter-user interference), and they need to
be minimized to reap the full benefits of MIMO. Typically,
interference cancellation is achieved by optimizing the TX
precoding and/or receive (RX) combining [18] such that they/it
also maximize/s sum capacity of the users for a fixed TX
power or minimize/s the TX power for a fixed quality of
service [19]. For instance, the work in [20] minimizes the
inter-user interference by applying null-space projection to TX
beamforming in a line-of-sight scenario. The authors in [18],
[21] design both TX precoders and RX combiners such that
sum spectral efficiency is maximized.

The MIMO counterpart for sensing is the MIMO radar,
where different waveforms are transmitted from the TX anten-
nas. There are generally two types, the statistical MIMO radar
[22] and the coherent MIMO radar [23], and the latter is the
focus of this article. In coherent MIMO radar, TX antennas are
closely situated, and as a result, the radar channel between all
transmitter–receiver pairs is essentially the same, with some
phase difference. It is more suitable for scenarios where the
target can be modeled as a point target. It also generally has
a fully digital architecture, and sensing benefits from many
advantages, such as unambiguous detection of multiple targets,
i.e., parameter identifiability [24], increased resolution [25],
[26], and better detection of targets with low velocity [24].

Much research is currently focused on JCAS with MIMO
arrays [27]. Since orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) is the candidate waveform for modern communica-
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tions systems, e.g., 5G and potentially for 6G, these works
focus on performing sensing using OFDM waveforms. Apart
from the advantages OFDM provides for communications,
e.g., efficient channel equalization and ease of multiplexing
over time and frequency, it is also advantageous in sens-
ing. Namely, OFDM radar processing in single-input single-
output (SISO) systems involves applying the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) and its inverse to obtain the range and
velocity estimates separately [7]. Hence, the OFDM radar
processing is computationally efficient, while the accuracy of
range estimation is not degraded upon the limited velocity
estimation’s accuracy [1]. Due to these advantages for both
functionalities, using OFDM waveform has become popular
in SISO JCAS systems [28]–[30], as well as in MIMO JCAS
systems [31]–[33].

In this article, we focus on MIMO JCAS systems with
hybrid beamforming architecture [34]. Almost all works in
this topic optimize beamforming for communications and
sensing. For instance, authors in [35] optimize hybrid beam-
forming to obtain a trade-off between communication capacity
and a well-designed radar beampattern. In [36], beamform-
ing is optimized while minimizing the number of required
radio-frequency (RF) chains. The work in [37] optimizes
the beamforming to minimize the Cramer–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) of direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimate of sensing
while guaranteeing some performance of the communication
users. However, unlike other works, we optimize the OFDM
data streams while having well-designed beampatterns for
communications and sensing. Moreover, we demonstrate the
methodology to obtain range–velocity and range–angle maps
of the environment for MIMO systems with hybrid architecture
and spatial multiplexing since the radar processing is not as
straightforward as in SISO JCAS systems.

We consider a MIMO transceiver (TRX) that maintains
links with users having multiple OFDM data streams over
frequency-selective non-line-of-sight (NLoS) channels. Simul-
taneously, separate OFDM sensing data streams are transmit-
ted to multiple sensing directions. Therefore, some of the
communication streams’ power is reallocated to the sensing
streams. The reflections from the environment due to com-
munications and sensing streams are used to sense the envi-
ronment through MIMO radar processing, extending our work
in [38]. Since the TX signals are essentially communication
waveforms, they are not necessarily orthogonal, although they
can be considered to be statistically independent.

Moreover, sensing streams are optimized to minimize the
CRLBs of DoA and delay estimates jointly. Our earlier work
in [4] analyzed a similar problem for a SISO JCAS system
with a single stream. In contrast, due to multiple antennas
and data streams, TX precoders and RX combiners of the
MIMO TRX and different users’ RX combiners, affect the
waveform optimization. Moreover, they need to be chosen
to eliminate the interference evident in MIMO JCAS sys-
tems, which are the intra-user and inter-user interference,
and sensing streams’ interference to communication users
(i.e., radar–communications interference). Since multiple TX
streams are used for communications and sensing, there is
complete flexibility to optimize a TX stream entirely compared

to [4], where only a portion of the subcarriers in the TX
stream could be optimized. Considering all these changes,
we completely revamped the system model and the related
formulations when moving from the earlier SISO system to
this new MIMO system.

The main contributions of this article can be summarized
as follows:

• We derive CRLB expressions for the delay and DoA es-
timates of sensing for a MIMO-OFDM communications
system with hybrid architecture used for JCAS.

• We obtain the analytical solution for joint optimization
of the two CRLBs, providing the optimal subcarrier allo-
cation for sensing streams. We also present an algorithm
for the task.

• We demonstrate a step-by-step procedure for obtaining
the range–angle and range–velocity maps for MIMO
systems with multiple TX communication streams when
the signals at the MIMO TX elements are not orthogonal.

• We design TX precoders and RX combiners to minimize
inter-user, intra-user, and radar-communications interfer-
ence while facilitating JCAS.

• We apply the proposed beamforming, waveform opti-
mization, and radar processing for a standard-compliant
5G OFDM waveform to evaluate the communications and
sensing performance through simulations.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses the system model of the MIMO JCAS system.
Section III describes the proposed range–angle and range–
velocity processing, along with the optimization of the TX
and RX beamforming. Section IV discusses the optimization
scheme to jointly minimize the CRLBs of delay and DoA,
which is complemented by including an algorithm. Section V
applies the derived solutions to a standard-compliant 5G
OFDM waveform through simulations to depict the feasibility
of the proposed beamforming, waveform optimization, and
radar processing. Finally, Section VI summarizes the article’s
main conclusions. Furthermore, Appendix A provides the
solution to OFDM waveform optimization.

Notations: The subscripts (·)TX and (·)RX denote the TX
and RX, while (·)com and (·)rad represent communications
and radar, and the superscripts (·)RF and (·)BB correspond to
components in the RF and baseband (BB) parts of the MIMO
TRX. Matrices are represented by bold uppercase letters (i.e.,
WRF

TX,m), vectors are represented by bold lowercase letters (i.e.,
vn,m), and scalars are denoted by normal font (i.e., Ucom); | · |
and ∥ · ∥ denote the absolute and l2 norm operations, (·)T ,
(·)H , and (·)∗ denote the transpose, Hermitian, and conjugate
operations, and E{·}, det{·}, and ℜ{·} denote the expectation,
determinant, and real operations, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A MIMO communications TRX with a hybrid architecture,
e.g., a 5G base station, is also used as a radar TRX, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the communications
system operates at mm-wave frequencies, in line with the
FR2-1 frequency range (24.25–52.60 GHz) [39]. The system
maintains links with Ucom users having multiple streams over
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Fig. 1. The considered MIMO-OFDM JCAS system with hybrid architecture where each set of colored lines within WRF
TX,m and WRF

RX,rad,m denotes the
antennas connected to a particular RF chain. Lines outside the joint communications and sensing MIMO TRX correspond to the TX, RX, and scattered signals.

frequency-selective NLoS communications channels while si-
multaneously sensing the environment through additional Urad
beams, where a different TX stream is used at each sensing
direction. In addition, communications, as well as sensing
streams, are OFDM waveforms. As depicted in Fig. 1, mono-
static sensing is performed, and as such, all spatial streams,
i.e., both communications and sensing, can be used for radar
processing at the MIMO TRX. Dedicated pilots for sensing are
not necessary since the TX streams are completely known at
the MIMO RX. The communications RXs also have a hybrid
architecture. Table I lists some important parameters for this
section.

At MIMO TX side, the number of antenna elements and RF
chains are given by LTX and LRF

TX, with LRF
TX ≤ LTX. Similarly,

for MIMO RX side, there are LRX,rad and LRF
RX,rad numbers of

antennas and RF chains, with LRF
RX,rad ≤ LRX,rad. The uth com-

munications user has Scom,u streams, with Scom,u ≥ 1. Each
stream has a time-frequency OFDM grid with M symbols and
N active subcarriers. For a given OFDM symbol index m and
subcarrier index n, the TX frequency-domain symbols’ vector
of the uth user is of size Scom,u×1, and given by xcom,n,m,u =
[xcom,n,m,1, · · · , xcom,n,m,Scom,u

]T , with xcom,n,m,u represent-
ing a complex frequency-domain symbol. Here, n ∈ [1, N ],
m ∈ [1,M ], and u ∈ [1, Ucom]. Symbols for all users are
then denoted as xcom,n,m = [xTcom,n,m,1, . . . , xTcom,n,m,Ucom

]T ,
which is of size Scom × 1, where Scom is the total number
of communications streams. The TX frequency-domain sym-
bols’ vector for the sensing streams is given by xrad,n,m =
[xrad,n,m,1, . . . , xrad,n,m,Urad ]

T , of size Urad × 1. These two
vectors for communications and sensing are then combined as
xn,m = [xT

com,n,m, xTrad,n,m]T , where xn,m is a vector of size
S × 1 with S = Scom + Urad. The instantaneous TX powers
for communications and sensing data streams are respectively
given by

Pcom =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Scom∑
s=1

|xn,m,s|2, (1)

Prad =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=Scom+1

|xn,m,s|2, (2)

where (xn,m)s = xn,m,s represents the sth element of xn,m,
while Pt = Pcom +Prad denotes the total power of the streams.

It should be noted here that Pcom and Prad are not the
physical TX powers from the antenna elements corresponding
to communications and sensing; rather they are the total sum
of powers of the complex symbols of all the corresponding TX
streams. They are necessary for the optimization problem dis-
cussed in Section IV. The actual TX power of the considered
JCAS system can be calculated based on (4), which depends
on the beamforming weights and their normalization, and it is
different but roughly proportional to powers in (1) and (2).

The TX baseband weights are frequency/time-dependent,
and they are given for communications and sensing as
WBB

TX,com,n,m and WBB
TX,rad,n,m, of sizes LRF

TX×Scom and LRF
TX×

Urad, while

WBB
TX,com,n,m = [WBB

TX,com,n,m,1, . . . ,WBB
TX,com,n,m,Ucom

] (3)

consists of all the TX baseband matrices of the commu-
nications users. The matrices WBB

TX,com,n,m and WBB
TX,rad,n,m

are then combined to formulate a single baseband precoder
matrix as WBB

TX,n,m = [WBB
TX,com,n,m,WBB

TX,rad,n,m], which is of
size LRF

TX × S. The TX RF weights are time-dependent but
frequency-independent, common to all communications and
sensing streams for a single OFDM symbol, and are given by
the matrix WRF

TX,m, which is of size LTX × LRF
TX. Then, the

frequency-domain symbols at the TX antenna elements are
given by

x̃n,m = WRF
TX,mWBB

TX,n,mxn,m, (4)
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where x̃n,m is of size LTX × 1. Additionally, the total TX
precoder matrix is represented as

WTX,n,m =
[
WRF

TX,mWBB
TX,com,n,m,WRF

TX,mWBB
TX,rad,n,m

]
, (5)

which combines RF and baseband beamforming of communi-
cations and sensing. The design of all beamforming matrices
is discussed in Section III-B. It should also be noted that
the frequencies corresponding to all the N subcarriers are
considered to be transmitted by the antennas.

A. MIMO Radar

As depicted in Fig. 1, the TX signal x̃n,m in (4) is reflected
from the communications scatterers and radar targets and
received back at the MIMO RX. Assuming there are Kt point
targets comprising both radar targets and communications
scatterers, the RX signal at the MIMO RX can be written
as

ỹn,m =

Kt∑
k=1

bke
−ȷ2πn∆fτkeȷ2πm

fD,k
∆f aRX,n(θk)a

H
TX,n(θk)x̃n,m

+ ṽn,m, (6)

where ỹn,m and ṽn,m are the RX frequency-domain symbols
and noise samples of sizes LRX,rad × 1. The variables bk,
τk, and fD,k denote the attenuation constant, two-way delay,
and Doppler-shift of the kth target, while angles of departure
and arrival, expressed by θk, are considered to be the same,
assuming distant targets and the TX and RX arrays being
closely situated. The TX and RX steering vectors of the kth

target and for the nth subcarrier are given by aTX,n(θk) and
aRX,n(θk), while the subcarrier spacing is denoted by ∆f .

For a uniform linear array with L elements and half-
wavelength separation, the RX or TX steering vectors, i.e.,
either aRX,n(θk) or aTX,n(θk), can be given generally as

an(θk) =
[
1, eȷπ

λ
λn

sin (θk), . . . , eȷπ(L−1) λ
λn

sin (θk)
]T

=
[
1, eȷπ

fcom+n∆f
fcom

sin (θk), . . . , eȷπ(L−1) fcom+n∆f
fcom

sin (θk)
]T

,

(7)

where λ and λn are the wavelengths corresponding to the
carrier frequency and the nth subcarrier frequency. Hence, the
steering vector changes depending on the frequency of the
subcarrier. However, in this article, we focus on a system
where the bandwidth w.r.t. the carrier frequency is not high,
i.e., λ

λn
= fcom+n∆f

fcom
≈ 1, with fcom being the carrier

frequency. Hence, the frequency-dependent steering vector in
(7) can be simplified as

a(θk) ≈
[
1, eȷπ sin (θk), . . . , eȷπ(L−1) sin (θk)

]T
. (8)

We will thus use this frequency-independent steering vector
throughout the rest of the article for both TX and RX arrays.
The approximation in (8) cannot be used for systems where the
relative bandwidth w.r.t. the carrier frequency is high, as it can
degrade the radar performance, e.g., increase of side-lobes. In
such systems, the frequency-dependent steering vector in (7)
should be used throughout all concerning equations of this
article, e.g., (30) and (31).

TABLE I
SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Definition Size
Ucom, Urad Number of communications users and

sensing beams
1× 1

LTX, LRF
TX Number of antenna elements and RF

chains of MIMO TX
1× 1

LRX,rad,
LRF

RX,rad

Number of antenna elements and RF
chains of MIMO RX

1× 1

M , N Number of OFDM symbols and active
subcarriers in one TX stream

1× 1

∆f Subcarrier spacing 1× 1

Scom,u Number of TX streams of uth user 1× 1
Scom, S Number of communications and total

streams
1× 1

Kt Number of point targets 1× 1
xcom,n,m,
xrad,n,m

TX streams’ symbols for communica-
tions and sensing

Scom × 1,
Urad × 1

xn,m, x̃n,m TX streams’ symbols and symbols at
MIMO TX

S × 1,
LTX × 1

yn,m, ỹn,m RX baseband symbols and symbols at
MIMO RX

LRF
RX,rad × 1

LRX,rad × 1
ycom,n,m RX streams’ symbols of all users Scom × 1

WBB
TX,com,n,m,

WBB
TX,rad,n,m

TX baseband weights for communi-
cations and sensing

LRF
TX × Scom,

LRF
TX × Urad

WBB
TX,n,m Total TX baseband weights LRF

TX × S

WRF
TX,m,

WRF
RX,rad,m

TX and RX RF weights of MIMO
TRX

LTX × LRF
TX,

LRX,rad ×
LRF

RX,rad
WTX,n,m Total TX precoder weights LTX × S

WRX,com,n,m,u,
WRX,com,n,m

RX combiner of uth/all user/s LRX,com,u ×
Scom,u,
LRX,com×Scom

ATX(θ),
ARX(θ)

TX and RX steering vectors for all
targets

LTX ×Kt,
LRX,rad ×Kt

Hrad,n,m,
Hn,m

Radar channel and effective radar
channel

Kt ×Kt,
LRF

RX,rad × S

Hcom,n,m,u,
Hcom,n,m

Communications channel for uth/all
user/s

LRX,com,u ×
LTX,
LRX,com ×LTX

Converting (6) into matrix notation and applying RX RF
combining yields the RX baseband symbols as

yn,m = (WRF
RX,rad,m)HARX(θ)Hrad,n,mAH

TX(θ)W
RF
TX,mWBB

TX,n,m︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hn,m

· xn,m + vn,m, (9)

where the RX RF combiner WRF
RX,rad,m that is time-dependent

and frequency-independent is of size LRX,rad × LRF
RX,rad,

ARX(θ) = [aRX(θ1), . . . ,aRX(θKt)] is of size LRX,rad × Kt
and ATX(θ) = [aTX(θ1), . . . ,aTX(θKt)] is of size LTX × Kt.
Additionally, θ = [θ1, . . . , θKt ]

T is the vector of all targets’
directions, and Hrad,n,m is a diagonal matrix of size Kt ×Kt,
and it represents the radar channel where (Hrad,n,m)k,k =

bke
−ȷ2πn∆fτkeȷ2πm

fD,k
∆f . The vectors yn,m and vn,m are of

size LRF
RX,rad × 1. The effective radar channel between the TX

streams and RX baseband symbols is given by Hn,m, which
is of size LRF

RX,rad × S. Considering different TX streams, (9)
can alternatively be written as

yn,m =
[
xn,m,1I, . . . , xn,m,SI

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Xn,m

[
hT
n,m,1, . . . ,hT

n,m,S

]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
hn,m

+vn,m,

(10)
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where I is the LRF
RX,rad×LRF

RX,rad identity matrix, Xn,m is of size
LRF

RX,rad × (LRF
RX,rad · S), and hn,m is a vector of size (LRF

RX,rad ·
S) × 1, and hn,m,s = (Hn,m)s denotes sth column of Hn,m,
given by

hn,m,s = (WRF
RX,rad,m)HARX(θ)Hrad,n,m

· AH
TX(θ)W

RF
TX,m(WBB

TX,n,m)s. (11)

The equation in (11) can then be extended by considering
multiple OFDM symbols as

yn,1

yn,2
...

yn,M


︸ ︷︷ ︸

yn

=


Xn,1 0 . . . 0

0 Xn,2 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
0 0 . . . Xn,M


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Xn


hn,1

hn,2

...
hn,M


︸ ︷︷ ︸

hn

+vn, (12)

where yn, Xn, hn, and vn are of dimensions (LRF
RX,rad ·M)×1,

(LRF
RX,rad ·M) × (LRF

RX,rad ·M · S), (LRF
RX,rad ·M · S) × 1, and

(LRF
RX,rad ·M)× 1, respectively.

B. MIMO Communications RXs

Each uth communications user has LRX,com,u RX antennas,
and the frequency-domain symbols at the RX antennas for the
mth OFDM symbol and the nth subcarrier can be written as

ỹcom,n,m,u = Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,mWBB

TX,com,n,m,uxcom,n,m,u

+ Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,m

∑
u′ ̸=u

WBB
TX,com,n,m,u′xcom,n,m,u′

+ Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,mWBB

TX,rad,n,mxrad,n,m + ṽcom,n,m,u. (13)

Here, the first term corresponds to the RX signal due to
uth user’s streams, second term is the inter-user interference,
while the third term denotes radar-communications interfer-
ence. Further, Hcom,n,m,u is the channel between the MIMO
TX antennas and the uth user’s RX antennas and is of size
LRX,com,u × LTX. It can be given as [40]

Hcom,n,m,u =

Kcom,u∑
k=1

bcom,u,ke
−ȷ2πn∆fτcom,u,keȷ2πm

fcom,D,u,k
∆f

· aRX,u(θ
′
com,u,k)a

H
TX(θcom,u,k), (14)

where Kcom,u is the total number of point scatterers considered
for the uth user, bcom,u,k, τcom,u,k, and fcom,D,u,k denote the
attenuation constant, one-way delay and Doppler-shift of the
kth scatterer, respectively. The angles of departure and arrival
are given by θcom,u,k and θ′com,u,k, while aRX,u(θ) represents
the RX steering vector of the uth user. In addition, it is also
assumed that the MIMO TX knows the best angle for signal
transmission for each user.

The RX baseband symbols are then given after applying RX
combining to (13) as

ycom,n,m,u = (WRX,com,n,m,u)
HHcom,n,m,uWRF

TX,mWBB
TX,com,n,m,u

· xcom,n,m,u + (WRX,com,n,m,u)
HHcom,n,m,uWRF

TX,m

·
∑
u′ ̸=u

WBB
TX,com,n,m,u′xcom,n,m,u′ + (WRX,com,n,m,u)

H

·Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,mWBB

TX,rad,n,mxrad,n,m + vcom,n,m,u, (15)

where ycom,n,m,u and vcom,n,m,u are vectors of size Scom,u×1.
In addition, vcom,n,m,u = (WRX,com,n,m,u)

H ṽcom,n,m,u. The
RX combiner for the uth user is given by WRX,com,n,m,u that
is frequency/time-dependent. The frequency-domain symbols
of all users’ streams can then be represented as

ycom,n,m = (WRX,com,n,m)HHcom,n,mWRF
TX,mWBB

TX,com,n,m

· xcom,n,m + (WRX,com,n,m)HHcom,n,m

·WRF
TX,mWBB

TX,rad,n,mxrad,n,m + vcom,n,m, (16)

where the first and second terms in (15) are combined to
formulate the first term in (16), and

WRX,com,n,m =

WRX,com,n,m,1 . . . 0
...

...
...

0 . . . WRX,com,n,m,Ucom

 ,

(17)
which is of size LRX,com × Scom, Hcom,n,m =
[HT

com,n,m,1, . . . ,HT
com,n,m,Ucom

]T is of size LRX,com × LTX,
ycom,n,m is of size Scom× 1, and vcom,n,m is of size Scom× 1.
Here, LRX,com =

∑Ucom
u=1 LRX,com,u.

The communication performance of the system is generally
evaluated through the channel capacity. For calculating it,
covariance matrices of the different terms in (15) need to be
calculated, which are the signal-of-interest (SOI), inter-user
interference and radar–communications interference, respec-
tively, in the first, second, and third terms. These are derived
next, where we have used the substitution H̃com,n,m,u =
(WRX,com,n,m,u)

HHcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,m since it is common to the

first three terms.
The covariance matrix of SOI is first given by

RSOI,n,m,u = H̃com,n,m,uWBB
TX,com,n,mQSOI,n,m,u

· (WBB
TX,com,n,m)HH̃

H

com,n,m,u, (18)

where QSOI,n,m,u = E{xcom,n,m,uxH
com,n,m,u}. Next, the co-

variance matrix of inter-user interference is given by

Rint,com,n,m,u = H̃com,n,m,uQint,com,n,m,uH̃
H

com,n,m,u, (19)

where

Qint,com,n,m,u = E
{( ∑

u′ ̸=u

WBB
TX,com,n,m,u′xcom,n,m,u′

)
·
( ∑
u′ ̸=u

WBB
TX,com,n,m,u′xcom,n,m,u′

)H}
. (20)

The covariance matrix of radar–communications interference
is then given by

Rint,rad,n,m,u = H̃com,n,m,uWBB
TX,rad,n,mQint,rad,n,m

· (WBB
TX,rad,n,m)HH̃

H

com,n,m,u, (21)

where Qint,rad,n,m = E{xrad,n,mxHrad,n,m}. Finally, the sum
channel capacity of all users for a given channel realization
can be written as

ζint,com =

Ucom∑
u=1

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

log2 det
{

I

+
(
Rint,com,n,m,u + Rint,rad,n,m,u + σ2

uI
)−1RSOI,n,m,u

}
,
(22)
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where σ2
u is the noise variance at the uth user. In addition, when

only conventional communication is performed, i.e., without
JCAS, the sum channel capacity is given as

ζ̄com =

Ucom∑
u=1

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

log2 det
{

I

+
(
R̄int,com,n,m,u + σ2

uI
)−1R̄SOI,n,m,u

}
, (23)

where R̄int,com,n,m,u and R̄SOI,n,m,u are the corresponding
covariance matrices when only communication is performed.

III. RADAR PROCESSING AND
BEAMFORMING DESIGN

This section discusses the procedure adopted in obtaining
the range–velocity and range–angle maps. First, the range
profiles corresponding to the different OFDM symbols are
calculated. They are then separately used for calculating the
range–velocity and range–angle maps. Next, we describe the
design of TX precoders and RX combiners to cancel the inter-
user, intra-user, and radar-communications interference.

A. Derivation of Range–Velocity and Range–Angle Maps

1) Range-Profile Processing: The effective radar channel
in (9) needs to be estimated to find the range, velocity, and
DoA of the targets. As the first step in this process, hn in (12)
is estimated by applying the least-squares solution as

ĥn = X†
nyn = hn +∆hn, (24)

where ĥn is the estimated vector of the same size as hn, ∆hn

is the estimation error vector, and (·)† is the pseudo-inverse
operation, respectively. Similar to in (12), ĥn can be written
as ĥn = [(ĥn,1)

T , . . . , (ĥn,M )T ]T . Similar to in (11), effective
radar channel for the mth OFDM symbol can be written for all
streams as ĥn,m = [(ĥn,m,1)

T , . . . , (ĥn,m,S)
T ]T . Hence, the

effective radar channel for mth OFDM symbol and sth stream
is estimated, which can further be written similarly to (24) as

ĥn,m,s = hn,m,s +∆hn,m,s, (25)

where ĥn,m,s is of size LRF
RX,rad × 1. For a SISO system, the

range profile is estimated by applying the inverse DFT (IDFT)
to the estimated channel [30]. Adopting a similar approach for
the MIMO case, LRF

RX,rad values (across RX RF chains) can be
calculated for the ith range bin by applying IDFT to ĥn,m,s as

di,m,s =

N∑
n=1

qi,nĥn,m,s =
[
ĥ1,m,s, . . . , ĥN,m,s

]
qi, (26)

where i ∈ [1, N ] and qi is the IDFT vector of size N ×1, and
each element of it is given by (qi)n = qi,n = e

ȷ2πni
N , while

di,m,s is a vector of size LRF
RX,rad× 1. In addition, the delay of

each target is discretized as τi =
i

N∆f .

2) Range–Velocity Maps: A DFT is next applied for di,m,s

to obtain the (i, j)th element of the range–velocity map as

fi,j,s =
M∑

m=1

q′j,mdi,m,s = [di,1,s, . . . ,di,M,s]q′
j , (27)

where j ∈ [1,M ] and q′
j is the DFT vector of size M × 1,

and each element of it is given by (q′
j)m = q′j,m = e

ȷ2πmj
M ,

while fi,j,s is a vector of size LRF
RX,rad × 1. Additionally, the

Doppler-shift of each target is discretized as fD,j =
j∆f
M .

3) Range–Angle Maps: For calculating the angle profiles,
the covariance matrix of the range bin values across different
RF chains is needed. Hence, this will be first calculated based
on (26), similar to [38] as

Ri,m,s = E{di,m,sdH
i,m,s}

=

N∑
n1=1

N∑
n2=1

qi,n1q
∗
i,n2

hn1,m,shH
n2,m,s + σ2I, (28)

where σ2I represents the covariance matrix stemming from
the estimation error vector, and it is given by σ2I =∑N

n1=1

∑N
n2=1 qi,n1

q∗i,n2
E
{
∆hn1,m,s∆hH

n2,m,s

}
. Using (11),

(28) can be rewritten in the format

Ri,m,s = ARF(θ)R̄i,m,sAH
RF(θ) + σ2I, (29)

where ARF(θ) = (WRF
RX,rad,m)HARX(θ) is of size LRF

RX,rad×Kt.
Additionally, R̄i,m,s is the covariance matrix corresponding to
the residual terms apart from (WRF

RX,rad,m)HARX(θ) in hn,m,s

(11). The number of targets Kt can be estimated, for example,
using minimum description length method [41] or from the
Gerschgorin disk estimator method described in [42]. Using
a similar representation of (29) in [38], the (MUltiple SIgnal
Classification) MUSIC pseudo-spectrum of the ith range bin
and the mth OFDM symbol for the sth stream can be obtained
as

P (θ)i,m,s =
1

ãH(θ)Γi,m,sΓ
H
i,m,sã(θ)

, (30)

where Γi,m,s = [γi,m,s,1, . . . ,γi,m,s,LRF
RX,rad−Kt

] contains
the eigenvectors of Ri,m,s corresponding to the lowest
(LRF

RX,rad − Kt) eigenvalues, θ = [−90◦, 90◦], and ã(θ) =

(WRF
RX,rad,m)HaRX(θ), and it represents the effective steering

vector at the RX by considering the RX RF beamforming
matrix. This is performed for all i values to obtain the range—
angle map corresponding to each TX stream and OFDM
symbol. In practice, an approximation is used for Ri,m,s as
Ri,m,s ≈ di,m,sdH

i,m,s, instead of the expectation.
Since Ri,m,s is of size LRF

RX,rad × LRF
RX,rad, the number of

targets that can be reliably detected is given by LRF
RX,rad − 1.

In addition, the number of samples needed for range–angle
map calculation is given by (LRF

RX,rad)
2NMS. Hence, while the

increase of LRF
RX,rad increases the number of targets that can be

detected, it also increases the complexity of range–angle map
calculation, indicating the trade-off between performance and
complexity.

From (30), S streams will produce that many different
range–angle maps for a single OFDM symbol due to WBB

TX,n,m

having disparate weights for the TX streams. However, a single
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map can be acquired through maximum-ratio combining. For
the sth TX stream, the angle-dependent complex coefficient
of the beam pattern can be calculated as gTX,n,m,s(θ) =
aHT (θ)WRF

TX,m(WBB
TX,n,m)s. Thus, the combined range–angle

map for the mth OFDM symbol can be written as

P (θ)i,m =

S∑
s=1

|gTX,n,m,s(θ)|2

ãH(θ)Γi,m,sΓ
H
i,m,sã(θ)

. (31)

In addition, once the range–angle and range–velocity maps
are obtained, additional radar processing is required to detect
targets and estimate their parameters, i.e., range, velocity, and
angle. Successive maps at different time instants and tracking
can also be utilized for this purpose. Once the maps are
obtained, detection and estimation can be applied to them [43],
[44], but we do not discuss it here in the article.

B. Beamforming Design

This section describes the formulation of different TX and
RX beamforming matrices used in this article, and they are
designed prior to waveform optimization per Section IV.
Hence, any other beamforming design can be used, separate
from the one discussed here, and the proposed waveform
optimization and radar processing are applicable regardless.
It is assumed that users’ communications channels are first
estimated using reference signals in the downlink and fed back
to the MIMO TRX in the uplink; hence this information is
assumed to be known.

1) TX RF Beamforming: We assume that MIMO TX
knows the best TX directions for different users’ sig-
nals, for mth OFDM symbol, denoted by θcom,m =
[θcom,m,1, . . . , θcom,m,u, . . . , θcom,m,Ucom ]

T , of size Ucom × 1.
Similarly, sensing directions can be written as θrad,m =
[θrad,m,1, . . . , θrad,m,Urad ]

T . All these angles can be denoted as

θTX,m = [θT
com,m,θT

rad,m]T , (32)

which is of size (Ucom + Urad) × 1. Then, the beamforming
weights for each TX RF chain are obtained with the spatial
matched-filter (MF) response to maximize the gains of the
RF beampattern at all directions in (32), assuming that the
amplitudes and phases of the TX RF beamformer can be
modified. These weights are the given as

wRF
TX,lTX,m,i =

ρ
a∗

TX,lTX
(θTX,m,i)

||aTX,lTX (θTX,m,i)|| , θTX,m,i ∈ θcom,m

(1− ρ)
a∗

TX,lTX
(θTX,m,i)

||aTX,lTX (θTX,m,i)|| , θTX,m,i ∈ θrad,m,

(33)

where i ∈ [1, (Ucom + Urad)], lTX denotes the RF chain index
with lTX ∈ [1, LRF

TX], and aTX,lTX(θTX,m,i) is the correspond-
ing TX steering vector specific to the lthTX RF chain. Here,
ρ ∈ [0, 1], controls the gains between communications and
sensing directions. The expression in (33) corresponds to the
MF weights to obtain a maximum in the RF beampattern for
the ith angle. However, there should be maximums for all
angles, i.e., communications and radar directions. Hence, the

weights for all the different angles are summed up to derive
the total weights for each RF chain, similar to [45] as

wRF
TX,lTX,m =

Ucom+Urad∑
i=1

wRF
TX,lTX,m,i. (34)

The RF precoder matrix is then given by stacking
the weights for the different RF chains as WRF

TX,m =[
wRF

TX,1,m

∥wRF
TX,1,m∥ , . . . ,

wRF
TX,LRF

TX,m

∥wRF
TX,LRF

TX,m
∥

]
, where each column is normal-

ized.
2) Communication TX baseband and RX Beamforming:

Next, WBB
TX,com,n,m and WRX,com,n,m are found using the block

diagonalization (BD) method [19]. For this, communication
users’ channels apart from the uth user are denoted by

H̄com,n,m,u =
[
HT

com,n,m,1WRF
TX,m,HT

com,n,m,u−1WRF
TX,m,

HT
com,n,m,u+1WRF

TX,m . . . ,HT
com,n,m,Ucom

WRF
TX,m

]T
.

(35)

To prevent uth user interfering other users (inter–user inter-
ference), its baseband beamforming matrix WBB

TX,com,n,m,u, as
in (3), needs to be in the null-space of H̄com,n,m,u. This
is calculated by the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
H̄com,n,m,u and given by

H̄com,n,m,u = V̄left,uΣ̄u

(
V̄(1)

right,u, V̄(0)
right,u

)H
, (36)

where V̄left,u contains the left singular vectors while V̄(1)
right,u

and V̄(0)
right,u contain the right singular vectors for non-zero and

zero singular values, respectively. In addition, Σu is a diagonal
matrix containing the singular values. The matrix V̄(0)

right,u cor-
responds to the basis of the null-space of H̄com,n,m,u. Due to
this, columns of V̄(0)

right,u are possible vectors for WBB
TX,com,n,m,u.

For uth user, Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,mV̄(0)

right,u thus represents the
effective channel after the inter-user interference is canceled.
Its SVD can be represented in a similar format to (36) as

Hcom,n,m,uWRF
TX,mV̄(0)

right,u = Vleft,uΣu

(
V(1)

right,u,V(0)
right,u

)H
.

(37)
Finally, TX baseband precoding matrix of the uth user is
selected as WBB

TX,com,n,m,u = V̄(0)
right,uV(1)

right,u, while the RX
combiner is chosen as WRX,com,n,m,u = VH

left,u, ensuring inter-
user and intra-user interference are perfectly canceled [46].
This process is performed for all users to obtain WBB

TX,com,n,m

and WRX,com,n,m.
3) Radar TX Baseband and RX RF Beamforming: Next,

WBB
TX,rad,n,m is designed to prevent radar–communications in-

terference. For this, second term in (16) needs to be canceled,
in which WBB

TX,rad,n,m has to obey

(WRX,com,n,m)HHcom,n,mWRF
TX,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zn,m

WBB
TX,rad,n,m = 0, (38)

where 0 is a matrix of zeros. The baseband precoder for each
sensing beam is then designed such that it satisfies (38) while
also maximizing the gain at θrad,m,u′ . The solution for this
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Algorithm 1 Design of TX precoders and RX combiners
1: Set the weights for each TX RF chain wRF

TX,lTX,m
such that

they maximize TX RF beampattern gains in communica-
tion and radar directions, using (33) and (34)

2: Set WRF
TX,m by stacking normalized wRF

TX,lTX,m
vectors of

different RF chains for lTX ∈ [1, LTX]
3: Set the TX baseband weights and RX combiner weights

of the uth communication user, WBB
TX,com,n,m,u and

WRX,com,n,m,u, using the BD method in (35)–(37)
4: Stack the different users’ TX baseband weights and RX

combiners to obtain WBB
TX,com,n,m and WRX,com,n,m

5: Set the TX baseband precoder of each sensing beam
wBB

TX,n,m,u′ such that it maximizes the effective TX beam-
pattern gain in the specific sensing direction while also
canceling radar–communication interference, using (39)

6: Set WRF
RX,rad,m by stacking normalized wRF

RX,rad,lRX,m
vectors

of the different RF chains, using (40) and (41)

can be given in a closed form by using the MF and null-space
projection methods as [20]

wBB
TX,rad,n,m,u′ =

(
I− Z†

n,mZn,m

)
(WRF

TX,m)HaTX(θrad,m,u′)

||(WRF
TX,m)HaTX(θrad,m,u′)||

.

(39)

Hence, the baseband weights for radar streams are given by
stacking the different sensing beams’ baseband precoders as

WBB
TX,rad,n,m =

[
wBB

TX,rad,n,m,1

∥wBB
TX,rad,n,m,1∥

, . . . ,
wBB

TX,rad,n,m,Urad
∥wBB

TX,rad,n,m,Urad
∥

]
.

For the MIMO RX, an MF approach is used to receive
reflections from different sensing directions. The weights for
the lthRX RF chain and for the u′th sensing angle are given by

wRF
RX,rad,lRX,m,u′ =

a∗RX,lRX
(θrad,m,u′)

||aRX,lRX(θrad,m,u′)||
, (40)

where lRX ∈ [1, LRF
RX,rad], while aRX,lRX(θrad,m,u′) is the RX

steering vector for lthRX RF chain. Combining weights for the
different sensing angles leads to RF weights for the lthRX RF
chain as

wRF
RX,rad,lRX,m =

Urad∑
u′=1

wRF
RX,rad,lRX,m,u′ . (41)

We here also assume that the RX RF beamformer’s amplitudes
and phases can be fully controlled, similar to that of the TX RF
beamformer. Finally, the RX RF combiner for all the RF chains

is given by WRF
RX,rad,m =

[
wRX,rad,1,m

∥wRX,rad,1,m∥ , . . . ,
wRX,rad,LRF

RX,rad,m

∥wRX,rad,LRF
RX,rad,m

∥

]
,

where WRF
RX,rad,m is of size LRX,rad × LRF

RX,rad. Finally, Algo-
rithm 1 indicates the full beamforming design.

IV. SENSING WAVEFORM OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we discuss the optimization of subcarrier
indices and frequency-domain samples of sensing streams
xrad,n,m to minimize the CRLBs of delay and DoA estimates of
sensing, i.e., τ̂ and θ̂, respectively. Here, the CRLB expressions
necessary for this section are derived, the related optimization
problem is discussed, and the solution is analytically derived.

An algorithm is also presented for finding the subcarrier
allocation in the sensing streams. Table II lists the important
parameters of this section.

A. CRLB Expressions for the MIMO-OFDM Model

Here, the CRLB expressions for the estimated delay and
DoA parameters are derived using the Fisher information
matrix I(α) of size 2 × 2, where α = [θ, τ ]T . For this,
vn in (12) is considered to be normally distributed with
mean µ = E{yn − Xnhn} = 0 and covariance matrix
Σ = E{(yn − Xnhn)(yn − Xnhn)

H} = σ2
radI, where σ2

rad
denotes the noise variance. Subsequently, the log-likelihood
function of RX frequency-domain symbols for all subcarriers,
y = [yT1 , . . . , yTN ]T , can then be written as

logPy (y;α) = − log
(
σ2

radπ
NMLRF

RX,rad

)
− 1

σ2
rad

( N∑
n=1

yHn yn

+ hH
n XH

n Xnhn − 2ℜ{yHn Xnhn}
)
.

(42)

Each element of I(α) can then be calculated as [4]

I(α)i,j = −E
{
∂2 logPy (y;α)

∂αi∂αj

}
, (43)

where i and j are the row and column numbers. Next, twice
differentiating (42) and simplifying results in an expression
for (43) as

I(α)i,j =
2

σ2
rad
ℜ

{
N∑

n=1

∂hH
n

∂αj
Pn

∂hn

∂αi

}
, (44)

where the expectation between frequency-domain symbols,
either on different streams or OFDM symbols, for the
same subcarrier, is assumed to be zero. Then, Pn =
diag

{
|xn,1,1|2I, · · · , |xn,m,s|2I, · · · , |xn,M,S |2I

}
.

To find each element of I(α), partial derivatives of hn are
needed w.r.t. the DoA and delay estimates. These are then
found using (11) as,

∂hn,m,s

∂τ
= (−ȷ2πn∆f)be−ȷ2πn∆fτeȷ2πm

fD
∆f gn,m,s, (45)

where

gn,m,s = (WRF
RX,rad,m)HaRX(θ)a

H
TX(θ)W

RF
TX,m(WBB

TX,n,m)s,
(46)

and thus
∂hn,m

∂τ
= (−ȷ2πn∆f)be−ȷ2πn∆fτeȷ2πm

fD
∆f gn,m, (47)

where gn,m = [gTn,m,1, · · · , gTn,m,S ]
T . Next, using (8),

∂a(θ)

∂θ
=
[
0, . . . , eȷπ(L−1) sin (θ)ȷπ(L− 1) cos (θ)

]T
= ȷπ cos (θ)Da(θ), (48)

where D = diag{[0, . . . , L − 1]} denotes a diagonal matrix,
and therefore

∂hn,m,s

∂θ
= ȷπbe−ȷ2πn∆fτeȷ2πm

fD
∆f cos (θ)g′n,m,s, (49)
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where

g′n,m,s = (WRF
RX,rad,m)H

(
DRXaRX(θ)a

H
TX(θ)

− aRX(θ)a
H
TX(θ)DTX

)
WRF

TX,m(WBB
TX,n,m)s. (50)

Thus,
∂hn,m

∂θ
= ȷπbe−ȷ2πn∆fτkeȷ2πm

fD
∆f cos (θ)g′n,m, (51)

where g′
n,m = [(g′n,m,1)

T , · · · , (g′
n,m,S)

T ]T . Next, based on
(44), individual elements of I(α) can be derived as

I(α)1,1 = 2π2 cos2 (θ)(SNR)

·
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=1

Pn,m,s(g′n,m,s)
Hg′n,m,s, (52)

I(α)2,2 = 8π2(∆f)2(SNR)

·
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=1

n̄2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hgn,m,s, (53)

I(α)1,2 = −4π2(∆f) cos (θ)(SNR)

· ℜ

{
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=1

n̄Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hg′

n,m,s

}
, (54)

where Pn,m,s =
|xn,m,s|2

Pt
, SNR = Pt

σ2
rad

, while I(α)2,1 =

I(α)1,2. Then, CRLBs of delay and DoA estimates are given
by the diagonal elements of I−1(α) as [43]

CRLB(θ̂) =
1

2π2 cos2 (θ)(SNR)fθ(P)
, (55)

CRLB(τ̂) =
1

8π2(∆f)2(SNR)fτ (P)
, (56)

where

fθ(P) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=1

Pn,m,s(g′
n,m,s)

Hg′
n,m,s

−

(
ℜ
{∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)

Hg′
n,m,s

})2
∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄

2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hgn,m,s

,

(57a)

fτ (P) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

S∑
s=1

n̄2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hgn,m,s

−

(
ℜ
{∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)

Hg′
n,m,s

})2
∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 Pn,m,s(g′n,m,s)

Hg′n,m,s

.

(57b)

Moreover, P is the matrix of power of the subcarriers of the
communications and sensing streams.

B. Joint CRLB Minimization

Optimization problem 1. (Joint optimization) Subcarriers
of the sensing streams are optimized to minimize the CRLBs
of DoA and delay estimates jointly through the optimization
problem given as

min
xrad,n,m,Rn,m,s̃

CRLB(θ̂) (58a)

subject to

CRLB(τ̂) ≤ τ2max, (58b)
ζint,com

ζ̄com
= η, (58c)

Prad ≤ Pt − Pcom, (58d)
0 ≤ Pn,m,s̃ ≤ Pmax, s̃ ∈ [1, Urad]. (58e)

The goal of the optimization is thus to find the frequency-
domain symbols of the radar streams xrad,n,m, together with
the set of indices of the activated subcarriers in sensing
streams Rn,m,s̃. In addition, the power of a subcarrier in a
sensing stream is limited by (58e). The equality constraint
(58c) ensures some specific sum communication capacity
of the JCAS system when compared to that of when only
communication is performed, i.e., without JCAS, as derived
in (22) and (23). Here, η ∈ [0, 1], and when beamforming
design is fixed, varying Pcom implies varying η, and thus,
η = f(Pcom), where f(·) is some function. Hence, conversely,
choosing a specific η value defines Pcom.

Due to the vast search space, the solution to the opti-
mization cannot be found straightforwardly, and hence a two-
fold approach is used. First, assuming the optimally activated
subcarrier indices of the sensing streams are known, the
minimum CRLB(θ̂) is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. In solving the joint optimization problem, Nact−1
subcarriers of the radar streams receive a power of Pmax while
a single subcarrier with indices {n0,m0, s̃0} receives a power
of P∆. In this case, minimum CRLB(θ̂) is given by (59). Here,

n̄ = n− N + 1

2
, (60)

DENcom =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Scom∑
s=1

Pn,m,s(g′
n,m,s)

Hg′n,m,s, (61)

NUMcom =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Scom∑
s=1

n̄2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hgn,m,s, (62)

Nact =

⌈
Pt − Pcom

Pmax

⌉
, (63)

P∆ = Pt − Pcom − Pmax (Nact − 1) . (64)

Here, ⌈.⌉ represents the ceiling operation, Nact is the number
of subcarriers of all Urad radar streams that are activated,
while gn,m,s̃ and g′n,m,s̃ are based on (46) and (50).

Proof. See Appendix A.

The next step is identifying the optimum subcarrier indices
that minimize the expression in (59). For this, the denominator
should be maximized while simultaneously minimizing the
numerator. Interestingly, the denominator and numerator in
(59) correspond to I(α)1,1 from (52) and I(α)2,2 from
(53), respectively, which in turn which correspond to I(α)
values when only one parameter needs to be estimated, i.e.,
denominator θ–only, and numerator τ–only. Therefore, these
separate minimization problems are used to determine the
optimum joint optimization indices.
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CRLB(θ̂) = τ2max
4(∆f)2

cos2 (θ)
·

NUMcom + Pmax
∑M

m=1

∑Urad
s̃=1

∑
n∈Rn,m,s̃

n̄2(gn,m,s̃)
Hgn,m,s̃ + P∆n̄

2
0(gn0,m0,s̃0

)Hgn0,m0,s̃0

DENcom + Pmax
∑M

m=1

∑Urad
s̃=1

∑
n∈Rn,m,s̃

(g′n,m,s̃)
Hg′n,m,s̃ + P∆(g′

n0,m0,s̃0
)Hg′

n0,m0,s̃0

(59)

CRLB(θ̂)sep =
1

2π2 cos2 (θ)(SNR)
· 1

DENcom + Pmax
∑M

m=1

∑Urad
s̃=1

∑
n∈Rn,m,s̃

(g′n,m,s̃)
Hg′n,m,s̃ + P∆(g′

n0,m0,s̃0
)Hg′n0,m0,s̃0

(65)

CRLB(τ̂)sep =
1

8π2(∆f)2(SNR)
· 1

NUMcom + Pmax
∑M

m=1

∑Urad
s̃=1

∑
n∈Rn,m,s̃

n̄2(gn,m,s̃)
Hgn,m,s̃ + P∆n̄2

0(gn0,m0,s̃0
)Hgn0,m0,s̃0

(66)

TABLE II
CRLB OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Definition
CRLB(θ̂) CRLB of the DoA estimate
CRLB(τ̂) CRLB of the delay estimate
τ2max Maximum CRLB delay value
Prad Power for the sensing streams
Pcom Power for the communications streams
Pt All streams’ total power
Pn,m,s̃ Subcarrier power of a sensing stream
Pmax Maximum power of a sensing subcarrier
P∆ Residual power to one sensing subcarrier
Nact Number of activated sensing subcarriers

Optimization problem 2. (Separate minimization)
(a) minxrad,n,m,Rn,m,s̃

CRLB(θ̂) subject to ζint,com

ζ̄com
= η, Prad ≤

Pt − Pcom, and 0 ≤ Pn,m,s̃ ≤ Pmax, s̃ ∈ [1, Urad],
(b) minxrad,n,m,Rn,m,s̃

CRLB(τ̂) subject to ζint,com

ζ̄com
= η,

Prad ≤ Pt − Pcom, and 0 ≤ Pn,m,s̃ ≤ Pmax, s̃ ∈ [1, Urad].

The following theorem gives the optimal subcarrier indices
of the sensing streams for the two separate optimizations.

Theorem 2. For (a) minimum CRLB(θ̂), subcarriers of the
sensing streams having maximized (g′n,m,s̃)

Hg′n,m,s̃ are acti-
vated, while for (b) minimum CRLB(τ̂), subcarriers of the
sensing streams having maximized n̄2(gn,m,s̃)

Hgn,m,s̃ are
activated.

Proof. For (a) the separate minimization of CRLB(θ̂), (52)
is the only element of I(α), and the corresponding CRLB
value is given by (65). Here, SNR denotes the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the MIMO RX. To minimize (65), the
denominator needs to be maximized, and thus, the subcarriers
of sensing streams should be activated sequentially according
to the product (g′n,m,s̃)

Hg′n,m,s̃. Similarly, for (b) the separate
minimization of CRLB(τ̂), the single element of I(α) is given
by (53), and hence the corresponding CRLB value is given by
(66). Here, subcarriers of the sensing streams should be chosen
so as to maximize the term n̄2(gn,m,s̃)

Hgn,m,s̃.

These separate minimization problems are then used to ar-

rive at the subcarriers of the sensing streams that are activated
in the joint optimization by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The activated subcarrier indices of the sensing
streams can be calculated based on Algorithm 2.

Proof. The algorithm starts with the waveform having the
minimum CRLB(θ̂), according to (65). Hence, Nact subcarriers
of the sensing streams having the highest (g′n,m,s̃)

Hg′n,m,s̃

are activated. Then, the frequency-domain symbols of the
activated subcarriers having the least (g′

n,m,s̃)
Hg′n,m,s̃ are

moved sequentially to unactivated subcarriers having the high-
est n̄2(gn,m,s̃)

Hgn,m,s̃. Doing so for Nact activated subcarriers
results in the waveform with the minimum CRLB(τ̂).

The activated subcarrier indices are critical in solving Op-
timization problem 1. For this, the products (g′n,m,s̃)

Hg′n,m,s̃

and n̄2(gn,m,s̃)
Hgn,m,s̃ are necessary to be calculated. Thus,

TX and RX beamforming matrices, N and M , mainly con-
tribute to the computational complexity of waveform optimiza-
tion. Generally, N is the main bottleneck since it is quite high
but simultaneously increases the range resolution of the radar
system, indicating its trade-off.

Finally, the CRLB optimization in (58a)–(58e) only op-
timizes xrad,n,m and Rn,m,s̃, assuming that WBB

TX,rad,n,m is
given. However, a better solution can be obtained by also
optimizing WBB

TX,rad,n,m. Since we design it based on (39) to
cancel radar–communications interference, that flexibility is
not there. If necessary, WBB

TX,rad,n,m can also be optimized for
better CRLBs, but at the cost of increasing the interference.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Here we analyze the performance of the proposed beam-
forming, waveform optimization, and radar processing. For
the simulations, the following parameters are used: fcom =
28 GHz, LTX = LRX,rad = 32, LRF

TX = LRF
RX,rad = 8, Ucom = 2,

Scom,u = 2, Scom = 4, Urad = 2, M = 50, Pt = 40 dBm
and SNR = 10 dB. Further, we use N = 3168 with ∆f =
120 kHz, as specified in the 5G standards [39]. The power
allocated to the communication streams is chosen for a specific
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of sensing streams’ optimal subcar-
rier indices for joint minimization

1: Set z = 0
2: Set R as set of subcarrier indices for sensing streams
3: Set R̂ as sensing streams’ activated subcarriers having the

highest (g′
n,m,s̃)

Hg′
n,m,s̃, in descending order

4: while z ≤ Nact do
5: Calculate CRLB(θ̂)z and CRLB(τ̂)z
6: Set R′ = (R∩ R̂)′
7: Move the symbol of activated subcarrier in R̂ with the

least (g′
n,m,s̃)

Hg′n,m,s̃ to the unactivated subcarrier in R′

with the highest n̄2(gn,m,s̃)
Hgn,m,s̃

8: Update the set R̂
9: z ←− z + 1

η value as Pcom = f−1(η), since η = f(Pcom) = f(βPt),
where β ∈ [0, 1], and it controls the power allocation between
communications and sensing streams. All beamforming ma-
trices remain the same for a set of OFDM symbols, which is
a valid assumption in mm-wave channels since it is difficult
for the MIMO TRX to acquire information about the fast-
changing channel per OFDM symbol.

Firstly, Fig. 2 illustrates the scenario for simulations. The
two communications user directions are given by θcom =
{−40◦, 30◦}. Additionally, to simulate the NLoS multipath
communications channel, 20 point targets act as scatterers
distributed randomly in a cloud surrounding the corresponding
communications RX. The MIMO channel is obtained based
on the delay, Doppler-shift, and angle of the scatterers w.r.t.
the MIMO TX, using (14). There are two point targets at the
sensing directions given by θrad = {−10◦, 5◦}, to which radar
streams are transmitted. Moreover, there is an ´other’ target
at 20◦, different from communications and sensing directions.
The radar cross-sections (RCSs) of different targets are also
illustrated in the figure. Moreover, all targets are considered
to have frequency-flat responses.

Figure 3 then depicts the total TX beampatterns, i.e.,
the combination of both RF and baseband beamforming.
Additionally, they are the average of different TX streams.
Here, ρ is as defined in (33). For the sensing-only case,
gains at sensing directions are maximized while those at the
communication directions are attenuated ca. 20 dB. Then,
for the communications-only case, the beampattern is no
longer directional, due to communication users being in NLoS
conditions and it is designed to cancel inter-user and intra-
user interference. Moreover, gains at the sensing directions
are attenuated ca. 20 dB from the sensing-only case. Finally,
for the JCAS case, gains at both communications and sensing
directions are almost similar, showing that all streams are
transmitted to both sets of directions.

Next, the effect of η in (58c) on β, i.e., Pcom (since Pcom =
βPt), is shown in Fig. 4, also for different ρ values. For a
specific ρ value, an increase of η also implies an increase of
β to increase communication performance. Depending on the
required η, less Pcom is required if ρ can be increased since it
increases the gains for communications. However, as discussed
later, sensing performance decreases with the increase of these
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Fig. 2. Considered scenario for the simulations with five sets of targets having
the given ranges, velocities, angles and RCSs.
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Fig. 3. TX beampatterns for three scenarios: ρ, β = 0 (sensing-only), ρ, β =
0.5 (JCAS), and ρ, β = 1 (communications-only), for a single subcarrier.

parameters. Hence, it is important to select these parameters
depending on the required level of performance for the two
functionalities.

Next, sensing streams are optimized as in Optimization
problem 1, shown in Fig. 5. First, Fig. 5(a) illustrates root
CRLBs as a function of SNR for separate optimization prob-
lems defined in Optimization problem 2. For the DoA estimate,
θ = 5◦. Here, Pmax is chosen so that the power ratio between
it and the power of a subcarrier in a communications stream
is four, i.e., 10 log(Pmax) − 10 log( Pcom

MNScom
) = 6 dB. The

figure also shows the CRLBs when it is 10 dB. When ρ
decreases, CRLBs decrease due to increased gains of TX
RF beamforming. Increasing power difference also decreases
CRLBs since it decreases the number of activated subcarri-
ers for an increased Pmax value (63), allowing to maximize
(57a) and (57b), thereby decreasing the CRLBs. Figure 5(b)
illustrates the trade-off between the two CRLBs, for a fixed
SNR of 10 dB. Here, decreasing β decreases the CRLBs due
to increased power for the sensing streams. It is observed that
the absolute values of the root CRLBs vary slightly due to the
optimization. However, optimizing the waveform minimizes
the CRLBs compared to the unoptimized case.

The sensing performance is then evaluated through the
empirical receiver operating characteristics (ROC) for the radar
target at 5◦, and it is shown in Fig. 6(a). The target’s range is
uniformly distributed over many iterations, keeping the angle
fixed. Then, for each iteration, the average power value of the
range–angle map is calculated for a rectangular area of sides
1.58m and 4◦, centered around the target’s supposed range and
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Fig. 5. Variation of the root CRLBs with different ρ, β, power difference
and SNR values.

angle. The values obtained for the different iterations are then
used to calculate the probabilities of detection and false alarm
(without a target). Secondly, the root mean square errors (RM-
SEs) of the two estimates are calculated, as shown in Figs. 6(b)
and (c). All three figures show sensing performance improves
as either ρ or β decreases because more power is allocated
for sensing. Thus, although the joint optimization minimizes
the CRLBs slightly, it improves the sensing performance in a
practical scenario.

Finally, Fig. 7 illustrates the range–angle and range–velocity
maps. For the sensing-only case, 95% of sensing streams’
subcarriers are activated. Here, the two radar targets are clearly
detected in the range–angle map. Their velocities are also
clearly observed in the range–velocity map while observing the
velocities of communication scatterers and the ‘other’ target.
In addition, there is some spreading of the velocities of radar
targets, which could most likely be due to the approximated
steering vector in (8). Regardless, the targets’ velocities can
be reliably detected. However, (7) needs to be used instead
of (8) for systems where the bandwidth w.r.t. the carrier
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(a) ROC curve
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Fig. 6. The sensing performance of the radar target at 5◦ evaluated through
the ROC and RMSEs of DoA and range estimates.

frequency is high, to prevent degrading radar performance.
For the communications-only case, however, the parameters
are difficult to detect while not being consistent with the actual
target parameters. For the JCAS case, all targets are clearly
detected. Hence, the proposed radar processing illustrates that
sharing some portion of the communication streams to the
radar streams allows to obtain a better map of the environment.

Once either map is obtained, more information is required
to differentiate between the communication scatterers and the
radar targets. Since the communications streams are transmit-
ted at the users, some beamforming is required, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. This angular information could then be used in
conjunction with the range–angle map to differentiate between
the communication scatterers and radar targets in the angular
domain and subsequently in the range domain. Next, the range
information can be used to distinguish in the velocity domain
using the range–velocity map. Moreover, in target tracking,
communication scatterers may remain more likely static while
radar targets inherently move between successive maps, based
on the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. Hence, successive maps can
be used for the differentiation, i.e., communication scatterers
having slowly changing ranges and angles, while radar targets
have varying ranges and angles.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study concerned radar processing for a MIMO-OFDM
communications system with hybrid architecture, performing
JCAS. The MIMO TX caters to multiple users with multi-
ple streams over frequency-selective NLoS channels. Sens-
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ing streams are transmitted concurrently in sensing direc-
tions, different from communications. Additionally, optimized
frequency-domain samples are used for sensing streams that
jointly minimize CRLBs of range and DoA estimates. Simu-
lations illustrate that communications and sensing targets can
be reliably detected through MIMO processing. The ROC and
RMSEs of DoA and range estimates can be improved by
allocating more power for sensing, indicating the effectiveness
of the waveform optimization. Moreover, the optimization pa-
rameters need to be selected based on the application to obtain
the required level of trade-off between the communications
capacity and the sensing performance.

APPENDIX A
SOLUTION TO THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Differentiating (55) w.r.t. the power of a subcarrier in a
sensing stream Pn,m,s̃, with s̃ ∈ [1, Urad], and simplifying
gives

∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

=

(
−1

2π2 cos2 (θ)(SNR)

)(
|gn,m,s|2

f2
θ (P)

) ∣∣∣∣g′n,m,s̃

gn,m,s
−

n̄
(
ℜ
{∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)

Hg′
n,m,s

})
(∑M

m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄

2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)
Hgn,m,s

) ∣∣∣∣2.
(67)

For a given {n,m, s̃} pair, ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

̸= 0 due to the needed

relation between g′n,m,s̃ and gn,m,s̃. As such, ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

< 0,
meaning that CRLB(θ̂) always decreases when Pn,m,s̃ in-
creases. Thus, the constraint (58d) simplifies into equality.
Next, using (55)–(57b), relation between the two CRLBs is
as CRLB(θ̂)

CRLB(τ̂) = 4(∆f)2

cos2 (θ)

∑M
m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 n̄2Pn,m,s(gn,m,s)

Hgn,m,s∑M
m=1

∑N
n=1

∑S
s=1 Pn,m,s(g′n,m,s)

Hg′n,m,s

,

and thus as CRLB(θ̂) = CRLB(τ̂)f(P). Then, using (58b),

CRLB(θ̂) ≤ τ2maxf(P), (68)

and this is used instead of (58b). The derivative of f(P)
is given by (69), and its sign can be evaluated based on
∂f(P)

∂Pn,m,s̃
⋛ 0, which after some simplification steps, can be

written as in (70). It can then be assumed that γ1 ≪ 1, while
γ2 ≫ 1 because γ2 has n̄2 term, which increases the value
quite fast. Hence, γ1γ2 > 1, and thus ∂f(P)

∂Pn,m,s̃
< 0,∀n,m, s̃.

The Lagrangian is then used, as given in (71), where λ1,
λ2, λ3, and λ4 correspond to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
multipliers of the total power of the sensing streams, lower
and upper bounds of the power constraint for a subcarrier in a
sensing stream, and the inequality constraint in (68). Next, the

following KKT conditions need to be satisfied for optimality:

∂L (P, λ1,λ2,λ3, λ4)

∂Pn,m,s̃
=

∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

(1− λ4)

−λ1 − λ2,n,m,s̃ − λ3,n,m,s̃ + λ4τ
2
max

∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

= 0, (72)

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Urad∑
s̃=1

Pn,m,s̃ = Pt − Pcom,

(73)
λ2,n,m,s̃Pn,m,s̃ = 0, (74)

λ3,n,m,s̃(Pmax − Pn,m,s̃) = 0, (75)

λ4

(
τ2maxf(P)− CRLB(θ̂)

)
= 0, (76)

λ2,n,m,s̃ ≥ 0, (77)
λ3,n,m,s̃ ≥ 0, (78)

λ4 ≥ 0, (79)
Pn,m,s̃ ≤ Pmax, (80)
Pn,m,s̃ ≥ 0, (81)

CRLB(θ̂) ≤ τ2maxf(P).
(82)

Since (72) needs to be satisfied for all {n,m, s̃} pairs, either
λ2,n,m,s̃ ̸= 0 or λ3,n,m,s̃ ̸= 0. Hence, based on (74) and (75),
this means that Nact subcarriers are activated with Pmax power.

To satisfy (68), KKT conditions are (76), (79) and (82). If
λ4 = 0, (72) can be rewritten as

∂L (P, λ1,λ2,λ3)

∂Pn,m,s̃
=

∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

− λ2,n,m,s̃ − λ3,n,m,s̃ − λ1,

(83)
where sum of first three terms is negative since ∂CRLB(θ̂)

∂Pn,m,s̃
< 0

from (67) and λ2,n,m,s̃, λ3,n,m,s̃ > 0. Then, for (83) to be
zero, a value can be found for λ1, but only for one {n,m, s̃}
pair, and not for all. Therefore, λ4 ̸= 0, and from (76),
CRLB(θ̂) = τ2maxf(P), making (58b) an equality. In this case,
∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

(1 − λ4) + λ4τ
2
max

∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

− λ1 > 0, in (72), and

after some simplifying, λ4 < 1−
τ2

max

∣∣∣ ∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣+λ1

τ2
max

∣∣∣ ∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣−∣∣∣ ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣ . Then,

choosing λ1 < 0 and |λ1| >
∣∣∣∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣, it can be rewritten

as λ4 < 1−

(
τ2

max

∣∣∣ ∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣−|λ1|

τ2
max

∣∣∣ ∂f(P)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣−∣∣∣ ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pn,m,s̃

∣∣∣
)

> 0. Since this needs

to be satisfied for all {n,m, s̃} pairs, λ1 is chosen as |λ1| >∣∣∣ ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂Pnmax,mmax,s̃max

∣∣∣ = max
{∣∣∣∂CRLB(θ̂)

∂P1,1,1

∣∣∣ , . . . , ∣∣∣ ∂CRLB(θ̂)
∂PN,M,Urad

∣∣∣}, and
subsequently the corresponding λ4 can be calculated so that
the KKT condition in (72) is satisfied. All KKT conditions are
then satisfied, and the minimum CRLB(θ̂) is given by (59).
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